
 
 

 
 
Gianni Pelizzo 

Industry 4.0: nuove soluzioni SAP per la 
gestione dei dati di prodotto lungo l'intero 
ciclo di vita 



Agenda 

1. Cos’è Industry 4.0? 

2. Quali sono i suoi elementi abilitanti 

3. Alcuni esempi concreti nei settori: 
 Machinery 
 Automotive 
 Utilities 
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Espedia 

Siamo i partner di riferimento quando si tratta di gestire, su 
piattaforma SAP, i processi di: 
 

Product Innovation 

Integrated Manufacturing 
 

Project and Portfolio Management  
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Cos’è Industry 4.0 

End of the 
18th century 

Early 70s  
(20th century) 

Beginning of the  
20th century *Source: DFKI (2011) Today 

2nd Industrial Revolution 
adoption of work-sharing mass production by using electrical power 

1st Industrial Revolution 
adoption of mechanical production facilities  by using water and steam power 

3rd Industrial Revolution 
use of electronics and IT to automate the 
production 

4th Industrial Revolution 
based on cyber-physical systems 
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3rd Industrial Revolution 
use of electronics and IT to automate the production 



Industry 4.0 / Industrial Internet, Internet of Things 
Alcune definizioni 

Industry 4.0 Internet of Things 

Prodotti di consumo 
(CPG, HiTech, Fashion) 

Beni Durevoli 
(Macchine, Impianti) 

Produzione di  
Prodotti 

Produzione di 
Sistemi Produttivi 

Servizi al cliente 

Industry 
4.0 

Internet of 
Services 

Internet of 
Things 

Industrial Internet 
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
Intro into the terminologyIndustry 4.0 is a term coined in Germany by the German government together with industry organizations like the VDMA and ZVEIIt describes the convergence of the traditional world of machines with the internetIn other parts of the world the same phenomenon is called differentlyEg.: US talks about the Industrial Internet	Asia talks about IoT (Internet of Things)



Industry 4.0 – I principi di base 

• Interoperabilità/Integrazione dei sistemi e dei dati tecnici 

• Functional BOM / Engineering BOM / Simulation & Test BOM / Manufacturing 

BOM / Service BOM 

• Virtualizzazione dei reparti produttivi e simulazione 

• Decentralizzazione delle decisioni: da sistemi centrali ai singoli oggetti 

• Accesso alle informazioni in tempo reale 

• Modelli di business orientati al servizio (Industry 4.0 abilita i modelli di business 

Service Oriented) 

• Integrazione end to end  
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Industry 4.0 – Come introdurlo 

• Rivedere in ottica integrata il processo sviluppo nuovi prodotti (da richiesta 
cliente a customer service) 

• Introdurre nuovi modelli di business Service Oriented 

• Analisi e raccolta di grossi volumi di dati 

• Rendere “smart” gli oggetti che produco 

• Collegare/Integrare i sistemi produttivi con il sistema di pianificazione e 
controllo aziendale 
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Un percorso verso la Industry 4.0 

Design Plan Service Make Imagine Run 

Product Lifecycle Management 

Business 
Systems 

Production 
Systems 

Machinery 

Integrazione di discipline 

OEM 

Innovation & Development 
Partners 

Multi - tiered 
Supply Networks 

Collaborazione 
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
When we think about Industry 4.0,  there are 5 elements to consider:Solution Lifecycle:Think about it End 2 EndHow do I design it, so it can be service (preferably in a predictive manner)Run Phase:Traditionally this was owned by the customerWhat are business modells that my solution will be used in?Vertical Integration3 „layers of reality“Physical machine layer: Actual productionVirtual machine layer: Production simulation and planningBusiness layer: Economical model, planning and simulationExample:There is a part that requires 2 consecutive machining steps on a mill and then on a latheI am thinking about replacing that machinery by a multi axis machine for cost reason (Business system)I want to simulate how the integration of that machine into the existing production flow looks like (virtual machine layer)I may to to redesign it slightly to improve the flow (CAD) . . . . And this is iterativeShared EconomyRecent Mc Kinsey study on NA: Percentage of components (in cost), that create differentiated value will drop from 55% (2010) to 40% (2020)Very important to understand which these are and then decide who builds themValue creation of Automotive OEMs: Suppliers have become a mojor contributor to innovations (BOSCH injection, Car entertainment)Suppliers are a major enabler for overal cost reduction (US between 2001 and 2010: Annual cost reductions of about 2.4%)New Business ModellsThis really is the backdrop to the „Run“ part in the solution lifecycle.How will the product be monetized and usedLeasing Modelle, Power by the hour, take back and recycleNew Social EconomyCustomers expect their buying experience of physical products to be the same as for digital:Instantaneously (download)Individualized (through configuration)Life and work environments are merging:„Morgenstadt“ of Wittenstein AG in FellbachTotal concept for urban productionBuildings and machinery are optimized for technical precision and resource consumptionShort distances between producer and consumerMixture of global planning and local execution



Un esempio di scenario di business Service Oriented 

R&D Sales Manufacturing Aftermarket 
Service Supply Chain 

Smart Data 

R&D Sales Manufacturing Aftermarket 
Service Supply Chain 

Adaptive 
Logistics 

Performance 
based  
Contracting 

Smart 
Products 

Resilient 
Production 

Energy 
Management 

Remote Service 
Management 
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
Note to the Presenter:This is the key slide of this presentation. It lays out a framework of all aspects of Industry 4.0 and is then used as the launch pad into the different areas of the SAP Offering. Use this slide to create the confidence that SAP has truly understood Industry 4.0 in all its complexity and that we are the best partner for our clients to implement Industry 4.0 scenarios.Talk Track:When we talk about Industry 4.0 that in many cases latest technologies are at the forefront of the discussion. But if we want to understand the topic holistically we at SAP believe it is most important to always ask the question of where is the business benefit? What are new business models, that companies can deploy now based on these technologies?So let’s have a look at SAP’s view, of what Industry 4.0 really is and which new business models are enabled.What is Industry 4.0?Since the first appearance of what is now called the internet in 1969 (called ARPANET then) we have seenThe network of computers (Internet for Geeks)The network of people (Social media)And now the network of machines These machines can be things in your household like TVs, heating systems, and your fridgeAnd they can be machines in the factory down the road like production machines, conveyers and handling machines.In Germany this evolution is summarized under the term “Industry 4.0”Driven by industry associations and the German governmentThe goal is to create a competitive advantage for the German Manufacturing industryObviously the technical phenomenon is not restricted to GermanyUS: Industrial Internet / Internet of ThingsFrance / Italy: “Smart Factory”The term “Industry 4.0” plays to the fact that we have already seen 3 industrial revolutions and this one can be counted as number 4. While the first 3 industrial revolutions were enabled by:Water and steam to power the first industrial type productionElectricity and the thoughts of dividing comprehensive work processes into simple steps to enable the production lineAnd the use of industrial computers to automate production processesThe fourth industrial revolution is enabled by something called “Cyber Physical Systems”.In short this is a combination of physical / real components and functionality and services that only exist virtually (in cyberspace). Key is, that only together they represent the whole functionality and value of the system.Look at the equipment on the picture as an example:The Loader and the excavator are constantly collects data points and transmit them to some kind of virtual system in the back endThis data can be about the equipment itself (hours of usage, temperature, data, vibration)Or about the stuff that the truck is loading (weight, quality, moisture, etc)Based on the data we can now think about intelligent services in the virtual world that extend the capabilities of the pure physical truck.For example: Monitoring the proper function and health of the equipment and initiating maintenance activity if a problem can be predictedCollecting information about the produced materials and compiling them for user usage downstream in demand / supply matchingNegotiating how the Truck and the Excavator work together. We’ll look these scenarios a little bit later.The “Industry 4.0 Architecture”:So, now how does Industry 4.0 work in detail? What is in scope and what is not?What are the technical components?And what is different for the business?Let’s have a look . . . .<click>The basis for successful implementation of Industry Scenarios is the horizontal integration of business processesStarting in R&D all the way through to after sale serviceAt SAP we call this principle  “Idea to Performance”<click>One of the prerequisites for this horizontal integration is a common data platformIt has to  be smart in the sense that it allows fast and simple correlation, analysis and visualization of dataMore and more this common data platform is built on a cloud infrastructure to allow access for constituents in the extended eco systemUp to this point, you could still look at this as “simple” Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM from the eighties of the last century)What is new in Industry 4.0 is the additional vertical integration from the business process down to the machine level.In the Industry 4.0 terminology this is enabled by so called “Cyber Physical System”.<click>For example on the shop-floor. . . . Explain in more detail<click>Or in the after sales service area. . . .  Explain in more detail<click>For logistics processes. . . .  Explain in more detailSo far we have talked about cyber physical systems, that do something with the products that a company produces:how to build themhow to service them and how to ship them and get all parts and components in timeBut of course the products are becoming cyber physical systems themselves. <click>Think about the individual machines, that will be put on the vertically integrated shop floorIt is in R&D when engineers design all the components in hardware, electronics, software, communications and services, that will make up the complete functionality of the equipmentAlready in this early stage the final use model and the required interactions and data have to be anticipated and planned forR&D is taken to a completely new level of sophistication<click>And finally there is also a vertical integration of the sales processObviously its not machines that are connected, but rather sales people through the use of mobile applicationsThese applications have access to all the data about the products, where they are in the manufacturing and sourcing process and potential issues from a maintenance perspectiveAnd thereby make the sales person a lot more knowledgable and effectiveSo, now we have a situation, where business processes are horizontally integrated via a smart data platform.And we have vertical stacks, that feed data into this platform. Some of them incredible amounts of data at high speedIndustry 4.0 Business Models:This is all great, but the real question is, why would  company do all these things? What are the business models that are either improved or enabled by Industry 4.0?<click>Well, there are number of innovative business models that are only possible because of the described technologies.In many cases they are delivered via a cloud application because they usually require access from people inside and outside the company. In many cases partners and even customers.. . .   Talk about the different business modelsSAP’s role in Industry 4.0:So, now let’s look at what SAP has to offer for companies who are looking to implement Industry 4.0 based scenarios:Our offering consists of 2 major areas:SAP is the only provider to the complete stack to offer the flexibility needed to embrace industry 4.0. The Industry 4.0 value map includes:The underlying data platform to capture the huge amounts of information needed (SAP HANA)Tools to cleans and manage the date (Sysbase ESP)Flexible deployment models Connectivity to machine levelAdditionally SAP offers many standard applications that are ready to make you productive with Industry 4.0 today, including:Host of integrated applications to take full advantage of industry 4.0  (predictive maintenance, usage based billing and others)Complete solutions for managing development to retirement of products (we call this Idea to performance Value Map) and includesProject & Portfolio ManagementIntegrated Product DevelopmentCollaborative Sourcing and LogisticsManufacturingAnd Aftersales ServiceIn closing: SAP is uniquely positioned to help companies implement Industry 4.0 scenarios:Because of our more than 40 years of experience in horizontal business integration from R&D all the way to aftersales serviceBecause of our technology leadership in the area of Big Data and Cloud which is a necessity for the vertical integration down to the machine level======================= Alternate Ending======================SAP is uniquely positioned to help companies implement Industry 4.0 scenarios:SAP will help you embrace industry 4.0 with horizontal industry leading applications that cover the entire range of from idea generation to performance as well as additional scenarios.SAP solution encompass the complete vertical technology stack to offer the flexibility needed to embrace and extend these solutions  to your needsYou can help you start immediatedly working on IoT



Infrastruttura tecnologica abilitante 

PLM 
ERP 
SCM 
MES 

Applicazioni integrate 

Gestione e analisi di grossi volumi di dati 

Dispositivi e macchinari connessi 

In Memory 
Database 
Business 
Intelligence 

Plant 
Connectivity 
IoT 
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Alcuni esempi 



Kaeser Compressors 

12 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Example “Predictive Maintenance”: Kaeser CompressorsKaeser Compressors is a long standing customer of SAPAlready in 2011 they have changed their business model to usage based billingThey have a service called “Sigma Air Utility” by which they sell cubic meters of compressed air rather than the compressorsBenefit for the customers is an OPEX based cost structure instead of CAPEX investmentsIn order to be able to do this, Kaeser has their installed compressors equipped with sensors which allow metering the amount as well as the quality (pressure, humidity). This data is constantly communicated back to Kaeser’s Service Center.Since the machinery is now actually under the operational responsibility of Kaeser (and not the end customer), Kaeser has an even higher interest to minimize downtime and recognize errors as much as possible.In order to achieve this, they are working with SAP on a predictive maintenance solution for the deployed equipment.Data points like temperature, pressure, load, speeds and many more are picked up from multiple part of the equipmentIntelligent routines detect only parameters that are changing to minimize the amount of data that needs to be transmitted to the backendIn the backend statistical methods, prediction routines and of course a lot of subject matter expertise is used to project trends into the future and predict potential failures to the equipment.Based on this, Kaeser is able to adapt the operation of the machine and to schedule any time of maintenance or repair well in advance of the fault actually happening.Benefits Kaeser: More attractive business model and differentiation / reduced maintenance costBenefits industrial customer: OPEX cost modell, continuous supply at high quality



Predictive Maintenance & Service 
Stato di funzionamento della macchina 

Avere un unico cruscotto 
con tutte le informazioni 
tecniche e di prestazione 
passate e presenti del 
compressore. 

Poter prevedere problemi 
e interventi richiesti 
partendo dalla storia del 
compressore. 
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Esempio di analisi in tempo reale  
Analisi delle vibrazioni 

Obiettivo: identificare potenziali 
problemi, in anticipo, analizzando i 
diagrammi di vibrazione del compressore. 
 
Analisi automatica dei pattern di 
vibrazione del compressore per migliorare 
il grado di utilizzo della macchina e i 
costi di garanzia: 

 Individuare prima possibile vibrazioni 
pericolose; 

 Passare da un intervento manuale e 
successivo al problema ad un 
intervento automatico e preventivo; 

 Miglioramento dei tempi di utilizzo 
della macchina e riduzione dei fermi.  
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Automotive supplier 

15 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Example “Predictive Maintenance”: Kaeser CompressorsKaeser Compressors is a long standing customer of SAPAlready in 2011 they have changed their business model to usage based billingThey have a service called “Sigma Air Utility” by which they sell cubic meters of compressed air rather than the compressorsBenefit for the customers is an OPEX based cost structure instead of CAPEX investmentsIn order to be able to do this, Kaeser has their installed compressors equipped with sensors which allow metering the amount as well as the quality (pressure, humidity). This data is constantly communicated back to Kaeser’s Service Center.Since the machinery is now actually under the operational responsibility of Kaeser (and not the end customer), Kaeser has an even higher interest to minimize downtime and recognize errors as much as possible.In order to achieve this, they are working with SAP on a predictive maintenance solution for the deployed equipment.Data points like temperature, pressure, load, speeds and many more are picked up from multiple part of the equipmentIntelligent routines detect only parameters that are changing to minimize the amount of data that needs to be transmitted to the backendIn the backend statistical methods, prediction routines and of course a lot of subject matter expertise is used to project trends into the future and predict potential failures to the equipment.Based on this, Kaeser is able to adapt the operation of the machine and to schedule any time of maintenance or repair well in advance of the fault actually happening.Benefits Kaeser: More attractive business model and differentiation / reduced maintenance costBenefits industrial customer: OPEX cost modell, continuous supply at high quality



Sviluppo prodotti integrato 

Integrated document management 

Business 
Opportunity 

OFFER DEVELOP 

TG2
A 

TG2
B 

T
G
3 

T
G
4 

T
G
4 

TG
1 

New Component Specification (NCS)  

New Product Specification (NPS)  

PD
M

 

PLM EBOM / MBOM 
CAD CAD 

APQP Documents 

Customer Claim 

Facilities management 

EBOM / MBOM 
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Quali scenari si sono aperti dopo questo progetto? 
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• No Paper Manufacturing Plant: integrazione fra PLM SAP e sistema 
MII in shop floor per la condivisione dei documenti tecnici e delle 
specifiche direttamente a bordo macchina; 

• Introduzione configuratore di prodotto; 

• Sviluppo di sistemi di Manufacturing Execution integrati con le 
macchine utensili. 



Publiacqua 
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
Example “Predictive Maintenance”: Kaeser CompressorsKaeser Compressors is a long standing customer of SAPAlready in 2011 they have changed their business model to usage based billingThey have a service called “Sigma Air Utility” by which they sell cubic meters of compressed air rather than the compressorsBenefit for the customers is an OPEX based cost structure instead of CAPEX investmentsIn order to be able to do this, Kaeser has their installed compressors equipped with sensors which allow metering the amount as well as the quality (pressure, humidity). This data is constantly communicated back to Kaeser’s Service Center.Since the machinery is now actually under the operational responsibility of Kaeser (and not the end customer), Kaeser has an even higher interest to minimize downtime and recognize errors as much as possible.In order to achieve this, they are working with SAP on a predictive maintenance solution for the deployed equipment.Data points like temperature, pressure, load, speeds and many more are picked up from multiple part of the equipmentIntelligent routines detect only parameters that are changing to minimize the amount of data that needs to be transmitted to the backendIn the backend statistical methods, prediction routines and of course a lot of subject matter expertise is used to project trends into the future and predict potential failures to the equipment.Based on this, Kaeser is able to adapt the operation of the machine and to schedule any time of maintenance or repair well in advance of the fault actually happening.Benefits Kaeser: More attractive business model and differentiation / reduced maintenance costBenefits industrial customer: OPEX cost modell, continuous supply at high quality



Architettura della soluzione 

SCADA 
Wonderware 

TAG 1 
TAG n 

EVENT 1 
EVENT n 

FONTANELLO 1 

Publiacqua 
VPN 

SAP MII 14.0 

Tags  
Reader 

SAP ECC 6.0 

Production  
Datawarehouse 

Plant 
Timestamp 
Tag Name 
Tag Value 

Condition 
evaluation 

Maintenance 
Order 

Creation 

MainenanceOrder 

PM 
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Quali scenari futuri? 

resentazione / Page 20 

• Manutenzione Predittiva 

• Integrazione con il Workforce Management 

• Integrazione diretta con modulo PM 

• Estensione del progetto ad altri equipment 



Ing. Gianni Pelizzo 
CEO 
gianni.pelizzo@espedia.it 
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